KAUBL - Following the Independent Election Commission’s (IEC) decision of not using the biometric system in the upcoming presidential elections, a number of mainstream political parties strongly criticized the decision and labeled it an “engineered political move aimed at misleading the public.” A document obtained by TOLOnews on Thursday read that the IEC has reversed its decision on the use of the biometric system in the presidential elections due to lack of time and limited access to resources and biometric technology.

Based on the amended election law, the election commission has an obligation to use biometric recognition system in the voter registration process and on the election day. So far, no official from the IEC has commented on this decision. “We support full use of technology and biometric in the presidential elections and it is a red line of political parties,” said Hamayun Jama, member of Hizb-i-Islami party. (More on P9, 8)
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Mainstream political parties said the use of biometric system in the presidential elections is a red line for them.

KAUBL - Takhijan’s President Emomalii Rahmon during a meeting with Foreign Minister Salamudin Rabbani has pledged to extradite 80 Afghan prisoners, a statement from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MoFA) said on Friday. Rahmon thanked Takhijan for its cooperation with Afghanistan and termed the neighboring country as friend and brother of Afghanistan.

“A great pleasure meeting H.E.Emomalii Rahmon, President of the Republic of Ta- khijan on the 1st day of my official visit to Dushanbe. We deeply value our close brotherly relations with Takhijan that deprecate its longstanding support for peace, sta- bilization prosperity in Afg.”

ALSO READ: Taliban Extradites 80 Afghan Prisoners

US Major to be Tried for Killing Afghan Citizen

KABUL - A US Army major accused of killing an unarmed Afghan citizen in 2010 has been referred to trial by general court-martial. During a polygraph test for a CIA interview, former Special Forces Maj. Matthew Golsteyn had continued to maintain an unnamed Afghan in February 2010. The man had allegedly built a bomb that killed two Marine. His charge sheet does not provide any details on how Golsteyn shot dead the suspected bomb maker, as Rasoul. His case was referred to trial by Lt. Gen. Frank M. Beaudette, the commanding general for the U.S. Army Special Operations Command, the military.

Major Gen. Ahmad Zia Yalshaf- li, former head of the Afghan National Army’s Health Department and an MP from Badakhshan, was sentenced to six months in prison last week by the Anti-Corruption Criminal Justice Center’s primary court. He was also denied the appeal.

The Pentagon confirmed it “received the authority to use funds to facilitate (the meeting)”.

Since October 2018, the US government has held six rounds of peace negotiations with the Taliban in Qatar’s capital, Doha, aimed at paving the way for a safe US exit from Afghanistan.

The funding requested by the Pentagon was intended to reimburse the group for costs incurred while participating in the talks, including expenses, food, accommodation and transportation, according to Kevin Spoire, spokesman for Representative Peter Visclosky of Indiana. (Pajhwok)

Announcement for Bidding

The government of Afghanistan is seeking expressions of interest for the development, implementation, and evaluation of the National Biometric System. The National Biometric System includes biometric enrollment, registration, and verification systems to be used by government agencies.

The government of Afghanistan invites all companies and organizations from the national and international levels to participate in the development of the National Biometric System.

The deadline for submission of interest is July 01, 2019 at 10:00 Hours (Local Time).

The opening of the received bids will be held immediately after the deadline.

Address for Bid submission

Government of Afghanistan

Add: In front of Habibia High School, District 3, Kabul, Afghanistan

Deadline for submission Bids

July 01, 2019 at 10:00 Hours (Local Time).

The opening of the received bids will be held immediately after the deadline.

Address for Bid submission

National Procurement Authority (NPA)

Add: In front of Habibia High School, District 3, Kabul, Afghanistan

Website

National Procurement Authority (NPA)

Website: www.npa.gov.af

Bid Security

USD 125,000 (US Dollar equivalent to thousand and five hundred).